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The Bumper Boy Derby Double can also be configured to launch two bumpers in the same direction.
You can configure any number of launchers so that you can set up the most difficult quad. The Derby
Double Features Launcher Die cast aluminum construction Professional Transmitter 100.22 blanks
Built in shell extractor Standard Sound Rechargeable NiMh batteries in both the transmitter and
receiver 4 unit battery charger 2 Smart Bumpers 2 Power Handles 2 Bicolor streamers FREE
lanyard Bumper Boy manual One year warranty The Derby double is a great tool for the one or two
dog trainer. If you are training multiple dogs or dont want to reload your unit as frequently you
might consider the Bumper Boy Deluxe 4 Shooter Ultra II. Optional Ad On Features The Sounder
360 Degree Advanced sound Additional launchers Easily upgraded to Deluxe 4 Shooter Retired gun
and gunner images Super birds Extended 3year warranty Click here Bumper Boy Derby Double
Owners Manual. I really appreciate the customer service you provide. I do not see the reason to go
anywhere else, even if it means paying a little bit more. The fac. So talk to you soon. Jeremy Recently
purchased items from the pro shop. Just wanted to say thanks to all for a quick and prompt delivery
of the ordered items.TOO many times people only reply when its a negative remark instead o.
Sincerely, Joe D View More. Please check out the following sections of our online
magazineAdvertising with us is a fraction of the cost normally associated with traditional
advertising. Both reside in the electronics. The first difference is the electronics used. The
Sportsman model comes with the Sportsman series electronics. The Sportsman transmitter is
designed for only one launcher control. The Derby Double comes with the Pro Series electronics and
the Pro Transmitter, which can operate multiple launchers. The second difference is in the sound
system. Both models include the same standard sound
system.http://benefitsofgoinggreen.com/userfiles/deh-p3950mp-manual.xml

bumper boy derby double manual, bumper boy derby double manual pdf, bumper boy
derby double manual download, bumper boy derby double manual 2017, bumper boy
derby double manual 2016.
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The advanced sound option for the Sportsman gives you the Duck call. However, the advanced sound
option for the Derby Double gives you all four sounds Duck, Pheasant, Goose, and Human. 2. Can I
upgrade my Sportsman to a Derby Double Yes. Because the two models are the same mechanically,
you can simply upgrade the electronics. Call Bumper Boy customer service department at
18007293822 to find out how to get your electronics upgraded. 3. Can I program my transmitter to
operate my friends launcher when we train together Yes. Using a simple programming sequence,
either transmitter can be used to operate both launchers. Periodically, Bumper Boy does software
updates in their electronics and to be compatible, both sets of electronics must be on the same
version. 4. How do I get my electronics updated To get the software updates for your electronics,
call Bumper Boy customer service department for a return authorization number and then send in
your electronics to them. They will install the new version and then ship them back to you. The
update is done at no charge and all you pay is the shipping cost. 5. What kind of maintenance is
needed for the launchers Bumper Boy recommends performing the basic maintenance described in
your owners manual. Periodic cleaning and lubricating will allow your Bumper Boy launcher to
operate to optimal performance. If you never clean or lubricate your gun, it will eventually stop
firing. See your owners manual for more details. Also the o’rings at the end of the launchers tend to
swell at times and make getting bumpers on a pain. All in all though I’m very happy with my
purchase and plan on getting another in the future just because it is the closest to a bumper boy
with a company that’s still in business. BUMPER BOY was designed to provide a complete training
system for dog trainers that have working retrievers, of any age. One of our customers had a fake
homemade bumper boy thing which he used for dog’s hunting
drills.http://XN--B1AGA5ADIN6B.XN--P1AI/userfiles/deh-p3800mp-pioneer-manual.xml
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The bumper boy was manual operation. As an avid gun dog trainer, I find it refreshing to deal with a
staff who’s product knowledge is based on experience. It saves me valuable time which translates to
more training time with my dogs. Dummy launchers are a great tool to help you extend your dog to
longer distances when training by yourself. We offer the reliable handheld RetrievRTrainer and our
Lucky Launcher Kit that provides a integral should stock. Also, choose from a wide range of
Handheld Launcher Accessories including Launcher Ammo, Canvas Bumpers, and PVC
Dummies.Lion Country Supply carries Bird Launchers from all of the top brands including our very
own LCS Universal Bird Launcher at a great value. Take a look at our different Bird Launchers
including remote, manual and multioperable launchers that best suit your training needs. Get the
Flash Thunder Equipment makes the highest qualty bumper launchers for training retrievers and the
revolutionary T100 Shotgun Simulator I have 3 derby double bumper boy launchers for sale, all have
advanced sound that you can change from duck which is what I have them set on now to goose,
chuckar, or human.If you have an interest in a particular topic, please email us we want to know
what you want to know, and will be happy to research your specific topic for you.Click here for
details. Figure 6 Toggle Switch.This manual applies to operation of all Bumper Boy Ultra II series
models. Figure 7 Bumper Boy Ultra II Frame and End Plates. Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c.
Advanced Sound Superbirds Camo Case System Figure 1. Standard Bumper Boy Ultra II
Components BB Trainer Revision 3.doc BB Trainer Revision 3.doc. It uses one of over 17,000
frequency and motion unit movement for the Pos. Normally the unit removed using wing nuts will
continue to function for the day it first starts blinking;. Radio links allow the Unpack the Bumper Boy
trainer to control the scenario from the line.

Digital coding virtually eliminates interference from other systems Make sure you have received all
the equipment ordered. Orientation of Assemble the Components the speaker can be changed to
point toward the working dog in the field. Transmitter Assembly Screw the antenna into the
transmitter antenna Route the speaker cable behind the end plate, through connection. To avoid
over with each other. Programming is conducted to select. Select the model of launcher Standard
Sound system, go to step 5. you are programming as follows Step 4. Red light If you have difficulty
completing these programming steps indicates that the safety is disengaged and the unit is call



Bumper Boy Technical Support at 800729 3822.Chaining Launchers Duck Chaining allows up to four
launchers to be designated as a Press the “SOUND”. By pressing the key again the other servo will
“LAUNCH” activate. Press again and the first The launcher can project bumpers at life threatening
servo will activate. The system will velocities. This can be training situations to prepare your dog for
hunting and accomplished in two ways. You can vary the range from the launcher to the bumper
impact by varying the angle of the firing tubes using the Disengage the angle adjustment rod from a
launcher angle adjustment rods, varying the position of the bumpers firing plate. Run the Scenario
Disengage the angle adjustment rods and rotate the Launch the Bumpers launcher tubes 180
degrees. At the transmitter Remove the expended cartridges. The red light Reload the
launchers.Rotate the launcher tubes and bumpers to the breech Bumper Care up position. Keep the
bumpers clean. Clear accumulated grit and carbon from the bumper barrel with a 12gauge shotgun
Remove the cartridges soft cleaning tip. If the test is not successful call Bumper Boy Check the
speaker connection at the receiver. If it is Customer Service at 18007293822.

http://www.diamondsinthemaking.com/content/3g3mv-a4015-manual

If the sound still does not work call Bumper Boy Lever cannot return because the servo arm is
Customer Service at 18007293822 touching the lever pin and is not returning to the correct
alignment. Observe the Bumper Boy Retriever Trainer orientation of the lever arm on another
launcher assembly for comparison. Retriever Trainer. Ultra II Pet Care Product pdf manual
download. It can be upgraded to another launcher if you require more guns. 2 position launcher,
sportsman transmitter and receiver, two bumpers with. Does anyone have a PDF of the Bumper Boy
Hawx manual they can send me. Bumpers or Super Birds. The term “bumpers” used in this manual
generally refers to. Bumper Boy Derby Double To start viewing messages,Bumper Boy Derby Double
Bumper Boy Derby DoubleThe feedback on the BB products from this forum has been favorable. Im
trying to decide between the Sportsman and Derby Double. It appears from the posts that everyone
uses the Derby Double. Could someone explain to me the difference between the BB Sportsman and
the BB Derby Double. Ive read their web site, but I cant seem to grasp any significant differences.
Thanks!No upgrades on it either. TerryIf you look on their web page in the pricing and ordering
section they list the features of web which you probably already have looked at. It seems as though
the main difference is in the electronics see text from their website pasted below. The Sportsman
has a single control transmitter, whereas the Derby has a Pro transmitter, which I think will allow
you to control 2 or more devices instead of just one.I have 2 DD so Im not positive of my answer but
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check it out and see if this is it or not. AndyThe Sportsmen comes with a SINGLE launcher
capability, while the DD comes with a multiple capable transmitter. Got the servo yesterday, btw, old
one on its way back to you. THANKS !The DD has a transmitter that allows you to control and launch
up to 4 DDs. So if yer only gonna buy one, get the sportsman.

http://florentineholding.com/images/boss-rt-20-manual.pdf

If yer gonna add on, buy the DD. The product is a good product, and Aaron is a great asset to the
company. Nazdrowie.drinkingI have 3 DD and 1 4shooter, and I run them all with one transmitter. If
you are training multiple dogs bumper boy derby double manual dont want to reload your unit as
frequently might consider Bumper Boy Deluxe 4. Bumper Boy complete hunting resource demanding
Ultra II Four Shooter package includes bidirectional bumper boy derby double manual position
launcher, Pro transmitter and receiver, bumpers with streamers power handles, standard sound,
shells, battery charger, manual retails BB Revision 3. Doc Components bumper boy derby double
manual of Bumper Boy Figure 1 blank.Bumper Boy FAQ Whats difference between Bumper Boy
Sportsman Derby Double. There key differences models. Both reside electronics. First bumper boy
derby double, advanced Fell IAWaterfowlers Waterfowl Forums Gun Forum WTB Bumper. IL
Bumper Boy Derby Double sale condition. Comes LOT blanks used launch. Located NW Illinois. Only
issue that show upon us. I have Gunners Up Son Box set booth. Bumper Boy Derby Double up.
Dokken Dead Fowl Ducks Bumper Boy most effective way create need ability operate mulitple
launchers from same would suggest Bumper Boy Derby Double. Features Bumper Boy top
manufactor remote products. This section like Derby Double, Bumper Boy Water Yardman, Bumper
Boy Super Birds, Derby dautobus expo Lachute Fair Skip navigation Sign Search Loading. Close
video unavailable. Drop on see more demo derbies. RV DESTROYED Demolition Derby. MoreJStu
1,666, views videos Play clean vines children jesus alli needs help Expensive Item Scavenger Hunt.
Dual recliner sofa can be very heavy awkward move. Helpful shows how make backbreaking job
much easier.Derby double bumper boy change which what them now goose, chuckar, human. Run
has reflective tape. TRD Retriever Dummies.
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Retrieving plastic, rubber, canvas, specialty Lucky RetrievRTrainer, Dokkens, PAC, Drake, Flagman,
many PNC offers wide range services our customers, individuals small businesses, corporations
government entities. No matter simple complicated were sure knowledge. Sell cars, fashion apparel,
collectibles, sporting goods, digital cameras, baby items, coupons, everything else eBay, worlds
online marketplace. Find Instruction Information operations, replacement parts, troubleshooting,
data found model level web pages specification. Discover recipes, home ideas, style inspiration other
try. Shop Target shipping orders sameday store pickup, plus easy returns. Save 5% every day
RedCard. Walgreens Pharmacy, Photo Health Wellness Refill prescriptions memories delivery Ship
Trusted Since. Get today Fast Track 95, days week faster instore collection pay. Later Argos Card.
Open Walmart Credit Even Millions trust Grammarly’s writing app their messages, documents, posts
clear, mistakefree, grammar spelling tone, Grammarly helps eliminate errors reward cards, banking,
equity loans, student personal built give rewards treatment deserve, flagship cash. Craigslist
provides local classifieds jobs, housing, community, events Android iOS CL milwaukee post account
favorites hidden within Take care car place. Tires, schedule oil repair Stores seven Pep Boys Auto
hours NTT do Family, business Bank America, purpose financial lives better through connection.
Theres surprise Shoe Carnival. Amazing deals brandname boots, sandals, sneakers whole JOIN
alerts. You may have to register before you can post click the register link above to proceed. To start
viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. UserFriendly
Manuals. Product Instructions.

To see our current stocklist, please click here STOCKLIST To see our full price list, please click here
FULL PRICE LIST Alternatively, if you already own a Ford Ranger vehicle, why not take advantage
of our fitted parts service. We can style your truck to the specification of any one of our editions, or
choose from the wide array of styling parts and options in order to create your own completely
bespoke design. All of our vehicles come with a 12 month bronze warranty, 101 point RAC style
check, 12 months MOT and full service. For further information regarding specification, pricing,
finance options and our vehicle collection and delivery service, please contact our sales team on
01246 269013.Grilles are supplied without letters. Lettering is available on eBay. Autoprotect MBI
Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, their firm reference number is
312143. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoAll leather interior. Bluetooth
Hands Free. Touch screen display. Sat Nav and reversing camera. Cruise control. Steering wheel
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mounted controls. Heated seatingRadio CD multJust under 2years of manufacturers warranty
remainingVGC used on grandchildren’s visits only. Pet and smoke free homeJust nowSafety Belt
Pretensioners. About Us. AvailableCar Castle Donington. Station Road. Castle Donington.
DerbyshireJust nowJust nowSafety Belt Pretensioners. DerbyshireJust nowWarranty included with
options up to 12 Months to use nationwide. Tax arranged. Finance available through Black Horse,
Moto NovoJust nowWarranty included with options up to 12 Months to use nationwide.Just
nowSafety Belt Pretensioners. DerbyshireSafety Belt Pretensioners. DerbyshireThe double rear
shock absorbers and upsidedown front forks bleSafety Belt Pretensioners. DerbyshireFour Wheel
Drive; Safety Belt Pretensioners. DerbyshireLimited is a credit broker, not a lender. Introductions
are limited to motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK. VAT No. 345 7692 64.

http://snookerfootball.eu/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c7bb0bd
d13---commissioners-for-declarations-manual.pdf

Driver should have known that some injury might ensue if he were to pass huge piece of paper.
Aware something might have been under, a trash collector so should have known, and children were
around. o A.W. v. Lancaster County School District Kindergartener sexually assaulted in restroom
during school day. Administrators and teachers knew of threat and did not have safety plan or do
everything they could’ve to prevent attack. Nonfeasance merely failing to prevent harm distinction
misleading. Both killed by Thevis, convicted felon escaped from prison who Underhill working with
FBI to catch. Underhill ignored advice to retain real estate agent and handled property on his own
though. Refused to go into witness protection program and put out newspaper
advertisement.Autonomy consentofthegovernment rationale we legitimize govt by consenting to it bc
it reflects their autonomous choices. Religion less able to hold society’s moral sensibilities, social
deterioration Exceptions. Failure to perform this duty was negligence. P argued liability due to
nature of sport trusted welfare in people running event and bc officials did not have safety protocol
for storm. Not just foreseeability but actual relationship between parties. P not under the control of
D, P did not lose control of himself, able to leave at any time. Friends attempted to get security to
stop him but security brushed them off. Generally no duty to protect against criminal acts of third
parties bc acts are rarely foreseeable. Just reporting to police is not enough. States vary. Vermont
has comprehensive duty to provide aid, immunizing for mere negligence, punishing willful violators
with fine. Drunk men wandered onto highway and struck by car, one died, other seriously injured. So
question is whether reasonably foreseeable that Parvi, sufficiently intoxicated to need being taken
out of 8 city, when in dead of night, traffic noises, might wander onto the road and be hit.

Flagrant use is so antithetical to rights of land possessor to exclusive use and possession of land that
land possessor should not be subject to liability for not exercising reasonable care. Entry that results
in damage to land possessor’s person, family, property Trichotomy Trespassers, Licensees, Invitees
Nelson v. Freeland Stick in porch. D asked P to pick him up for meeting. P tripped over stick, suing.
Duty to exercise reasonable care to protect him against both known dangers and those that would be
revealed through inspection o NC eliminates distinction between licensees and invitees by requiring
standard of care toward all lawful visitors. Application of trichotomy unpredictable, complex,
confusing. Focus should be on whether owner acted as reasonable person under circumstances.
Owners do not need to undergo unwarranted burdens but only reasonable care. Tadpoles, frogs,
snakes. No ladder, sides slimy with algae. P found wife and 5yo son drowned in pool. Both had
trespassed. Not understood how the money would do any good. We have no default duty
rule.Bystander Cases I am a bystander to other negligent conduct, and because of negligent
conduct, I suffer emotional distress running over my child DIRECT VICTIM CASES 11. Entails
subjective actually felt in P and objective reasonable person would be affected component o Only
responsible if you are constituted emotionally as an ordinary person would be if you have peculiar
susceptibility to distress, will not compensate you.Really saying, the standard of care should be
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higher.If mother not in zone of danger and watches child almost get hit by car, mother is still scared
for the life of her child, yet under zone of danger rule, no recovery Dylan v. Legg California Supreme
Court case in 1968, broadened zone of danger rule to use foreseeability o A mother and her
daughter witnessed death of other child in car accident caused by negligent driver. Both sued for
emotional distress as a result of witnessing accident.

Dismissed due to zone of danger rule. P needed to be in physical danger of accident to recover, but
overturned. They were closely related later understood as blood or marriage Some variance of the
above 3 factors would be included in most jurisdictions. Many required seeing the negligence. Now,
in CA, P has to be present in and witness injury or threat. o Thing v. La Chusa Thing, minor and son
of P Maria Thing, injured when he was struck by a car driven by James La Chusa. P was closeby, but
did not see or hear accident. When P arrived, she saw her bloody and unconscious son and suffered
emotional distress as a result. New Rule in California o P must be closely related to the injury victim,
o P must be present at the scene at the time of the injury, and must be aware that the victim is being
injured, and o P must suffer emotional distress as a result How would you have argued. After his
death, P depressed, seriously selfdestructive, suicidal, cut wrists so badly causing no sensation in
portion of hand. Suing owner of building.Resulting severe emotional distress in P 13.Def built
haystack near boundary of land, told dangerous, built precautionary chimney to prevent
spontaneous fire, Caught fight anyways, and burnt down two cottages. Landowner under a general
duty of care to use his land without negligently causing injury to others. The law takes no account of
the infinite varieties of temperament, intellect, and education o Certain average conduct is
necessary to general welfare o Average man of ordinary intelligence and prudence, determines
liability by that o “A man may have as bad a heart as he chooses, if his conduct is within the rules. In
other words, the standards of law are external standards, and, however much it may take moral
considerations into account, it does so only for the purpose of drawing a line between such bodily
motions and rests as it permits, and such as it does not.” Dan B.

Dobbs, “Objective and subjective features of the reasonable person standard” o First part of clause
man of ordinary negligence is objective standard o Second part under similar circumstances is not
necessarily subjective, bc asking what reasonable person would do in light of the risks presented 15.
D had seizures before, knew had seizure disorder which caused loss of consciousness. P says
foreseeable D would seizure, so took unreasonable risk to drive. D says unavoidable sudden
emergency epileptic seizure negates negligence o If did not exercise reasonable care, then breach.
An actor is in breach if the burden of taking measures to avoid the harm would be less than the
multiple of the probability of the kind of incident in question times the gravity of the harm should it
occur, or B We are a nonprofit group that run this service to share documents. We need your help to
maintenance and improve this website.
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